Compromising Position

Book 1 in the Guilty Pleasures
seriesKinsey Maxwell is positive shes lost
her mind, when she agrees to meet the
male escort that has been hired for her. But
she needs some inspiration for the latest
novel shes working on, and desperate times
call for desperate measures. Yet, when she
spots her Latin lover for the night cross the
room, she realizes this set up might be
exactly what she needed. When Javier
Elizondo beckons a cocktail waitress
across the bar for a drink, he never expects
a gorgeous stranger to approach him
instead. A beautiful woman who would
ignite a consuming passion hes never
experienced. But once he becomes aware
of the fact that Kinsey thinks hes someone
hes not, Javier quickly recognizes that they
are in a very compromising position.
Warning: This story contains a case of
mistaken identity that results in what may
be the most intense, sexiest mistake ever.
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